GE Engineers Asked To Oppose Pay Raise

A letter sent to members of GE Engineers Association by a "Committee of GE Engineers Association" calls for a vote on a proposed statement to the newspapers entitled "General Electric Engineers Oppose to General Wage Increase in 1948."

Chairman of the "Committee of GE Engineers Association" is B. E. Packer of Schenectady, who in a press release reference the statement for the local SEIU group urging the non-producing workers to go back to work. - Other signatures of the letter are from Strobeck, Schenectady, Lynn (Mass.), State Works, Fort Wayne, Indianapolis, and Pittsburg, Mass. The letter is being taken as the basis of the letter with the name of the engineer written on it. 

REPEATS BURGWUSS ARGUMENTS

'There has been considerable agitation in recent years for engineers to become active in civic affairs."

The letter does not state who the "agitation" comes from, but the proposed newspaper statement quotes all the BurGWUSS arguments against a wage increase - that a general wage increase would mean "a loss" in the turnover, that the proposed newspaper statement is "to increase production," and by implication that the engineers compared to the "average wage-earner" by an individual person.

Of course the engineers completely ignored the fact that the present high prices have been established through monopoly and government controls and completely without relationship to wages, and that the "general wage increase" under consideration is being pointed out as a legitimate increase by paying out more in wages, without increasing prices.

Replies Best Argument:

The best argument made for the Engineers Association has been made by the"BurGWUSS" that the Engineers Association has learned that the recent Washington hearings on exclusion of railroad employees from the Wage-Hour law, the U. S. argued for giving some engineers benefits. The Engineers Association did not speak for the proposal.

The suggestion has been made that Engineers should take a position and that the most they have to do is to see, on the basis of their own experience, in the U. S. and neighboring countries, where they see, on the basis of their own experience, in the U. S. and neighboring countries, where they see the whole group for and against higher wages.

WESTINGHOUSE, SYLVANIA, RCA

Agreement with UE on Checkoff

An agreement has been reached between the National Labor Board and the National Labor Relations Board.

The agreement provides that the National Labor Board shall be granted power to conduct elections in small plants operating as an integrated unit, but that in such elections, the right of membership shall be determined by the employees of the plant, and that the union which has secured the greatest number of votes shall be recognized as the bargaining representative of the employees.
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Election of Stewards Will Be in December

In the future all Local 38 steward meetings will be monthly and held during the first week of each month. This change was made at the Local 38 monthly meeting held at the Local 38 office in Detroit, Michigan, on January 10, 1948.

Several other announcements were also made. Most of them were technical changes.

Ask Davey to Meet On Rem-Rand Crisis

Charles R. Corbin, UE District 1 secretary-treasurer, has sent a letter to General Davy advising him to meet with the UE District 1 officers on the Rem-Rand strike.

If the strike continues, the UE District 1 officers have been asked to meet with the UE District 1 officers to discuss the situation.

Holiday Schedule For Third Shift

The Local 38 officers have announced that the holiday schedule for the third shift will be as follows:

- Thanksgiving Day: November 23, 1948
- Christmas Day: December 25, 1948
- New Year's Day: January 1, 1949

Building 60 Operators Refuse 11½ Hour Shift

Operators on the second floor of Building 60 have refused to work a 11½ hour shift, which was proposed by the company. The operators have been working a 10½ hour shift.

Wage Rate Corrected

A wage rate correction has been made by the company. The new wage rate is $1.50 per hour for the first shift and $1.60 per hour for the second shift.

Meet with Stevens On Control Division

Recent developments in the Control Division, including a new company policy on overtime, were discussed at a meeting of Local 38 members at the headquarters of the United Electrical Workers Union in Detroit, Michigan, on February 20, 1948.

Stevens said that the temporary layoffs were caused by difficulties in scheduling work, and that the situation would improve through improved planning. He added, however, that some difficulties would always be part of the union's work.

Printers Win $10 Increase

The Schenectady Typographical Union won a $10 increase in wages for the coming winter for all union printers in Schenectady.

The new contract, which was signed on Thursday, December 31, 1947, covers workers in the printing trade.

Board Changes Meeting Dates

The Executive Board has voted to change the meeting dates to the second and fourth Mondays of each month.

Gauthier Program

The Gauthier program is being revised to meet the needs of the members.

Raise for Cafeteria Workers

Cafeteria employees at the RCA plant in East Longmeadow, Massachusetts, have received a raise of 10 cents per hour for their first week of work.

New Shop Steward

Walter E. Beamer, Slip 54, took the oath of office as a shop steward at the Thursday night meeting of the membership meeting.